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Abstract 
We consider pictures as defined in [26]. We elaborate on the generalisation of the Robinson- 
Schensted correspondence to pictures defined there, and on the result in [5], showing this corre- 
spondence to be natural, i.e., independent of the precise ‘reading’ order of the squares of skew 
diagrams that is used in its definition. We give a simplified proof of this result by showing 
that the general&d Schensted insertion procedure can be defined without using this order at all. 
Our main results involve the operation of glissement defined in [23]. We show that glissement 
can be generalised to pictures, and is natural. In fact, we obtain two dual forms of glissement; 
consequently both tableaux corresponding to a permutation in the Robinson--Schensted corre- 
spondence can be obtained by glissement from one picture. We show that the two forms of 
glissement commute with each other. From this fact the main properties of glissement follow in 
a much simpler way than their original derivation in [23]. 
Nous considerons des dessins, tels que d&inis darts [26]. Nous d&aillons la g~n~~li~on de la 
correspondance de Robinson-Schensted parue dans [26], ainsi que le msultat pant dans [5] selon 
lequel cette correspondance est naturelle, c’est a dire, elle est independante du choix de l’ordre de 
‘lecture’ des caries des diagrames gauches, dont on se sert dans sa d&n&ion. Nous donnons une 
demonstration simplifiee de ce resultat en montrant qu’on peut definir la procedure d’insertion 
de Schensted ge&ralisee sans utiliser du tout cet ordre. Nos t&hats ptincipaux portent sur 
l’op&ation de glissement d&tie dans [23]. Nous montrons que l’optsration de glissement peut &e 
&endue aux dessins, et qu’elle est naturelle. En fait, nous obtenons deux formes de glissement 
duales; par consequent, les deux tableaux associes ii une permutation par la correspondence de 
Robinson-Schensted peuvent &re obtenus par le biais de l’operation de glissement ii partir dun 
seul dessin. Nous montrons que les deux formes de glissement commutent entre elles. Cela 
entra%ne les proprietes principales du glissement dune man&e plus simple que leur deduction 
originale dam [23]. 
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A picture between skew diagrams is a bijection of their squares atisfying certain 
conditions that will be given below. For special choices of the domain and/or im- 
age diagram, pictures are equivalent o other concepts, such as standard and semi- 
standard (skew) tableaux, Littlewood-Richardson fillings, and permutations; moreover 
some well-known properties and constructions for these special cases can be generalised 
to pictures. Zelevinsky has shown in [26] that the number of pictures between any pair 
of skew diagrams equals the intertwining number of the corresponding representations 
of the symmetric group, which genera&es the Littlewood-Richardson rule, and that 
the Robinson-Schensted and Schiitzenberger correspondences have generalisations to
pictures. In the definition of these correspondences a particular total ordering ’ 6~’ 
on ZxZ is used, that also occurs in the definition of pictures themselves; using this 
ordering on the images of squares, pictures can be viewed as a tableaux, and then 
the construction of these correspondences coincides with the usual constructions for 
the tableau case. However, both in the de~tion of pictures and of the Robinson- 
Schensted correspondence the use of ‘<J’ hum out to be inessential: in [2] it was 
shown that ‘<J’ can be replaced by the more natural partial ordering ‘ <J ‘, and 
in [S] it was shown that in the definition of the Rob~so~Schensted co~spondence 
for pictures ‘ G J’ can be replaced by any total ordering compatible with ‘ < /’ without 
affecting the co~es~nden~e. 
Following [5], let us call a construction involving pictures a natural gen~lisation 
of a similar construction for tableaux, when it reduces to that construction by totally 
ordering the set of images of a picture by some ordering compatible with ‘ <J ‘, 
and when moreover the outcome of the construction is independent of the total or- 
dering used. We investigate the natural@ of the Robinson-Schensted and Schiitzen- 
berger correspondences and the procedures used to define them, and whether the 
operation of glissement defined in [23] has a natural generalisation to pictures; we 
fmd the following results. The Schensted insertion and extraction procedures can be 
defined for pictures directly in terms of ‘ < _, ‘, without choosing a total ordering 
(Lemma 3.3.2), which directly implies the naturality of these procedures; thus we 
obtain a simpler more direct proof of the naturality of the Robinson-Schensted cor- 
respondence for pictures than was given in [5] (Theorem 3.2.1). Considering the 
Robinson-Schensted correspondence in relation to symmetries of the plane that pre- 
serve the picture property, and using the well known relation between the Robinson- 
Schensted and Schiitzenberger correspondences, we find that the Schiitzenberger cor- 
respondence for pictures is also natural (Theorem 4.2.1); however the’ deflation (or 
evacuation) procedure used to define the Schiitzenberger correspondence is not nat- 
ural. We also obtain a (non-obvious) bijection between the sets of pictures 
with given domain and image and those with the transposed omain and image 
(Theorem 4.3.1). 
We show that glissement of skew tableaux has a natural generalisation to pictures 
(Theorem 5.1.1). In this case natural@ is in fact a necessary condition for having a 
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proper definition at alh like for the Schensted insertion procedure the use of a total 
ordering can be avoided altogether. The Robinson-Schensted and Schtitzenberger cor- 
respondences can both be expressed in terms of glissement (this holds for pictures in 
the same way as for tableaux). Due to the fact that the inverse map of a picture is 
again a picture, we obtain a dual form of glissement as well, that changes the shape 
of the image rather than that of the domain. This additional operation adds power and 
symmetry to the theory of glissement; e.g., whereas using ordinary glissement one of 
the two tableaux associated to a permutation under the Robinson-Schensted correspon- 
dence can be obtained from the corresponding skew tableau, one can obtain both these 
tableaux from the picture corresponding to the permutation, using the two forms of 
glissement (Theorem 51.1). A crucial result is that both forms of glissement commute 
with each other (Theorem 5.3.1). This fact sheds light on the amend properties 
of glissement: they follow easily from it (Theorem 5.4, I), without using the results 
of [23], or the properties of the Rob~so~Schensted correspondence these are based 
on. Thus glissements of pictures provide an independent and elementary approach to 
the theory of the Robinson-Schensted and Schiitzenberger correspondences, both for 
pictures and for tableaux. 
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we give definition and basic 
properties of pictures, and indicate connections with other combinatorial concepts 
and with the Littlewood-Richardson rule. In Section 3 we treat the Robinson-Schensted 
correspondence for pictures, and discuss questions of its naturality. In Section 4 
we continue by studying the relation of the Robinson-Schensted correspondence 
with symmetries of the set of pictures, and the Schiitzenberger correspondence. These 
two sections contain relatively few new results; emphasis lies on describ- 
ing the correspondences and their properties, and the meaning of natural&y. 
In Section 5, the theory of glissement for pictures is developed. For this Section 3 
and Section 4 only serve to provide motivation: their results are not required for 
the theory, on the contrary, it gives an alternative way to obtain those 
results. 
2. Pictures 
2.1. Orderings on Z x Z 
The starting point for all the objects that we shall study is the integer lattice ZxZ. 
Its elements will be depicted, and often referred to, as squares, and we shall let 
the first coordinate increase downwards and the second increase to the right, like 
matrix indices. We shall employ two different partial orderings on this set; one is 
the natural coordinatewise ordering that will be denoted by ‘ GZ’, and is 
defined by 
(i,j)G,(i’,j’) -++ i<i’ A jGj’ 
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and the other is a transverse ordering denoted by ’ GJ ’ and defined by 
(i,j)<J(i',jJ) -e+ i>i’ AjGj'. 
The arrows attached to the ‘ < ’ signs are intended as a reminder of the definition, 
and point in the direction of the smaller elements (like the ‘ < ’ sign itself), As usual, 
x </ y means “G/y and x # y, and similarly for c<2f. 
Remark. Both the choice of the transverse ordering and the symbols used to represent 
the orderings are somewhat arbitrary, and not always in agreement with other literature 
on the subject; for instance in [5] the opposite transverse ordering is used but it is 
denoted by the same symbol ‘G/‘. We apologise for any confusion that might result, 
but since it is impossible to be in agreement with all literature, we have chosen for 
conventions that are consistent and easy to remember: moving from left to right we 
increase in both orderings. 
Because of the use of different orderings, we shall denote a partially ordered set (or 
poset for short) explicitly as a pair (A, <A) of a set with a partial ordering. Recall that 
a poset morphism (A, GA) ---f (B, <s) is a map f: A -+ B such that for any UI,QZ E A 
with at <,+Q one has f(at)<Bf(az)). An order ideal of a partially ordered set (S, <) 
is a subset I of 5’ such that for all x E S and y E I with x < y we have x E I; the 
complement C = S \ I, which has the property that for all x E C and y E S with x < y 
we have y E C, is called an order coideul. For future reference we state an alternative 
c~cte~~tion of poset morphisms. 
Proposition 2.1.1. A map f: A -+ B is a poset morphism (A, <A) 4 (B, GE) if 
and only if the inverse image of any order ideal of (B, <B) is an order ideal of 
(A, 6). 
2.2. Skew diagrams 
A skew diagram 2 is a finite subset of Z x Z that is convex with respect o the 
natural ordering, i.e., if x,z E x and x < ,, y < 2 z then y E x; denote the set of all 
skew diagrams by 9. A typical skew diagram can be depicted as follows: 
Let 9’ C 50 be the set of Young diagrams, i.e., of finite order ideals of (N x N, G,); 
these correspond bijectively to partitions. The non-empty Young diagrams are just the 
skew diagrams that, viewed as poset by the natural ordering, contain the origin (i.e., the 
square (0,O)) as unique minimal element. For each ,u, v E B with p G v the difference 
set v \ P is a skew diagram, and if a skew diagram is contained in N x N, it can 
always be written in this form. However, such an expression is not necessarily unique; 
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for instance, the skew diagram depicted above, where we assume that the origin lies 
at the intersection of its 6rst row and column, can be written as 
but also as 
For a skew diagram x E 9’ define a corner to be a square s E x such that x \ {s} is 
again a skew diagram, and a cocorner to be a square s @ 2 such that x u {s} is again 
a skew diagram. A comer s of x is called inner, respectively, outer if s is minimal, 
respectively, maximal in the poset (x, Go), of which at least one is the case. Similarly, 
a cocomer s of x is called inner or outer according as s is minimal or maximal in 
(XU {s), G.2). 
2.3. Definition of pictures 
Various definitions have been given for pictures by different authors, We shall 
consider only the case that domain and image are skew diagrams, where all these 
definitions (and that of ‘good maps’ in [5]) become equivalent, up to some trivial 
symmetries ’ . 
De&&ion 2.3.1. Let x, JI E 9’ and f: x --) cl/ a bijection; f is called a picture if it 
is a morphism of partially ordered sets (x, g2) 4 ($, </), and f-l is a morphism 
($7 ~\)--+(X~ G:J). 
To display a picture, we may 
unique letter, giving for instance 
label each square of 2 and its image in JI with a 
Let Pic(x, $) denote the set of all pictures from x to $_ From the definition of pictures 
it is clear that if f is a picture, then so is f-r, so that Pic(x, $) is in bijection 
with Pic(@, x). For translations $1, t2 of Z x Z we also have an obvious bijection 
between Pic($, x) and Pic(tr (JI), t&)). The set Y is closed under the operations of 
transposition (given by (i,i) H (i,j)t = (i,i)) and central symmetry (given by (i,j) H 
-(iJ) = (4, -j)). One easily verifies that by appropriate composition with these 
I Our pictures are transposed at domain and image side with respect o those of 1261 and [2]_ For the pictures 
of [lo], and the good maps of [5], one should apply reflection in a ho~~n~i axis at the image side (the 
image shape is then not a skew diagram, but rather convex for ‘ < J ’ ). 
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reflections bijections of Pic(x, $) with Pic($, -et), Pic(-x’, #), and Pic(-x, --ICI) are 
obtained. Here are the results of applying these symmetries to the picture displayed 
above. 
f, c 
adg b e 
be - 9 
c adf 
a 
d 
bgf 
c e 
Applying transposition at both domain and image side does not preserve the picture 
conditions; nevertheless a bijection between Pic(x, tc/) and Pic(x’, I,@) exists, and we 
shall construct such a bijection later. 
The picture condition can be made more explicit by making a table of allowed rela- 
tive positions of images. To an ordered pair of distinct squares we associate one of eight 
possible relative positions, by determining for both their coordinates whether that of the 
first square is less than, equal to, or greater than that of the second; these positions can 
be indicated by the eight compass directions. The following table expresses the allowed 
combinations of the relative position of a pair of squares and of their images under 
a picture. In reasoning about pictures we shall often use this table without explicit 
mention. 
2.4. Encodings of pictures and special cases: permutations and tableaux 
There are other ways of representing pictures than shown above. The row encoding 
(resp. cofumn encoding) of a picture f: x 3 $ is obtained by filling each square s 
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of x with the number that is the first (resp. second) coordinate of f(s). For the picture 
shown above, these are 
3 1 0 
~ 
2 0 
1 1 
respectively 
0 2 3 
P 0 2 0 1 
(where we have assumed that the origin lies in the topmost row and leftmost col- 
umn of $). Since each row and column is totally ordered by ‘ G..,‘, either the row 
or the column encoding fully determines f, if $ is given. The poset morphism prop- 
erty for f implies that in the row encoding the rows are weakly decreasing and the 
columns strictly decreasing, while in the column encoding rows are strictly increasing 
and columns weakly increasing. To obtain tableaux with weakly increasing rows and 
strictly increasing columns (as semistandard tableaux are usually defined) one may use 
negated row encoding (filling each square with minus the row coordinate of its image). 
In addition to these monotonicity conditions on rows and columns, the definition 
of pictures poses some less obvious conditions. However, for certain kinds of skew 
diagrams these conditions implify, and thus we can get various kinds of combinatorial 
objects as special cases of (encodings of) pictures. For instance, if t,G is an anti-chain 
for ‘G\* (i.e., no two distinct squares are comparable), then the poset morphism 
condition for f-’ is trivially satisfied, and the poset morphism condition for f similarly 
becomes trivial if x is an anti-chain. I-Ience if both x and $ are anti-chains for ‘ < \‘, 
then pictures are just arbitrary bijections or, via column encoding, permutations. If only 
$ is an anti-chain, we similarly get the notion of a skew tableau, and if moreover x is 
a Young diagram, that of a (standard) Young tableau. If we interchange x and & then 
a Young tableau will be represented by the anti-chain 2 filled with numbers uch that, 
when read from bottom left to top right, they form a ‘lattice permutation’ or mot de 
Yumunouchi. Here is an example of such a picture, its cohunn encoding, and that of 
its inverse. 
0 2 41 
1 6 
3 y 
5 
If we take for JI a horizontal strip, i.e., a skew diagram with at most one square 
in each column, then we get as negated row encodings tableaux in which identical 
entries allowed, subject only to the mentioned monotonicity conditions. Thus we get 
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semistandard tableaux (called generalised Young tableaux in [ 111) as special cases of 
pictures, for instance 
is represented by 
abcejo 
1 lrnln 
d g h k 
It 
f 
3 
imn 
i j 
t If lsjh Idlel 
If we also take for x a horizontal strip, then a picture is fully specified by giving for 
each row of x how many of its squares map to each row of $. These data precisely 
describe a generalised permutation in the sense of [ 1 I], which can be represented by 
an integer matrix or by a two-line array. For instance, the generalised permutation 
represented by the matrix 
1 or by the two-line array 
122333334455556 
366123463511247 > 
corresponds to the picture 
0 
0 
Iblclel j 
lllrnln 
hjkj 
kj 
+ 
adgin 
i j 
Ilm fbb 
If 
die 
a b c 
Finally, if we take for x a vertical strip (no two squares in one row) while $ remains 
a horizontal strip, then pictures are more restricted, since the image of any eohmm 
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of x can have at most one square in common with any single row of I+$; these pictures 
correspond to the restricted generalised permutations in [ 111, that can be represented 
by zero-one matrices. 
2.5. Alternative churacterisatio~ of pictures 
Using Proposition 2. I .I, we can characterise pictures f: x -+ I/I as follows: f is a 
bijective poset morphism (x , < z ) --f (J/, < J ) that maps each order ideal of (x, < /) 
to an order ideal of (9, < \) (which is a skew diagram). In view of this it is desirable 
in checking the picture condition to replace ‘ <J ’ by a stronger ordering (fewer incom- 
parable pairs); then there will be fewer order ideals to test. The following proposition 
states that, surprisingly, this can be done in an arbitrary way without weakening the 
condition; it was found independently by the author [ 141 and by Fomin and Greene 
[5, Lemma 3.41. 
Proposition 2.5.1. Let f: x -+ t) be a bijection between two skew diagrams, and 
assume that for all pairs x, y E x the following two conditions hold: 
(i) we do not simultaneously have x <\ y and f(y) < _, f(x), 
(ii) we do not simultcmeously have f(x) <\ f(y) and y </ x. 
Then f is a picture. 
Proof. The proof is fairly simple, but it essentially uses the two detlning conditions 
for skew diagrams, namely finiteness and convexity with respect o ‘ Gz’. Suppose 
f satisfies the conditions of the proposition but is not a picture. Then possibly after 
replacing f by f -‘, we may assume the existence of a pair x, y E x with x < 2 y but 
f(x) #J f(y); moreover by convexity we may assume x to lie either in the same row 
or in the same column as y. The latter case may be reduced to the former by replacing 
f by the corresponding bijection $ --+ -3/‘, so assume x and y lie in the same row. 
It then follows from the assumptions that f(x) < 2 f(y) and in fact f(y) lies strictly 
to the right and below f(x). There may be several pairs (x, y) with these properties, 
but by finiteness of x we may choose (x, y) among such pairs to lie in the first (i.e., 
highest) possible row of x, Now let p be the square lying in the same column as f(x) 
and in the same row as f(y) (see the illustration below); by convexity of tf/ we have 
p E #. From the conditions given it follows that f-‘(p) lies in some row above that 
of x (and y) and in some column to the left of that of y. Now let q be the point in 
the same row as f-‘(p) and in the same column as y; by convexity of x we have 
q E x. By similar reasoning as for f-‘(p) we argue that f(q) lies below the row of 
f(y) (and p) and to the right of the column of p, 
P(P)0 q q 
f(x) cl 
x $ PO Qf (Y) 
xl3 q Y 
Of (4) 
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But then we have p #J f (q), whence (f -‘(p),q) is a pair of points with the same 
properties as (x, y), but in a row above them, contradicting the choice of (x, y). There- 
fore, the assumption that f is not a picture must have been false. Cl 
Corollary 2.5.2. Let f: 1 -+ $ be a bijection between skew diagrams, and let ‘<X9 
and ‘ < JI’ be partial for total) orderings on x and $ respectively such that x 6 /y 
implies n Gxy for x, y E x, and x < $ y for x, y E ~5. Then f is a picture if and 
only if f is a poset morphism (2, < =,) + (+, <+) and f-' is a poset morphism 
($7 G\) -+ (x9 <XI. 
Proof. Clearly the stated conditions are necessary. On the other hand, if they hold, 
then the conditions of Proposition 2.5.1 will also hold, and f is a picture. U 
As indicated above, a practical application of this corollary is to reduce the amount 
of work in testing the poset morphism condition for f -’ in terms of order ideals. Tak- 
ing for ‘ Gx’ a total ordering, and for ‘ < JI’ simply ‘ < J ‘, one finds that a bijection 
f: x --f $ is a picture if and only if it is a poset morphism f: (2, < z ) t (1,6, < J ), 
and the image of each order ideal of (x, <r) is an order ideal of (+, < \). The order 
ideals of (x, G x) can be enumerated by starting with the empty set and successively 
adjoining the squares of x in increasing order for <r; the image of each new square 
must be an outer cocomer of the skew diagram formed by the images of the squares 
already present in the previous order ideal. Testing the poset morphism condition for f 
can be done in the same order, by simply comparing the image of each new square 
with individual images of previous squares; by the convexity of x it suffices to consider 
only the squares directly below and to the left of the new square, whenever they lie 
in x. 
For a total ordering compatible with ‘ < J ’ there are two particularly obvious can- 
didates, namely the orderings ‘<r ’ by rows and ‘ &’ by columns, defined by 
(i,j)<,(i’,j’) W i > i’ V (i = i’ A j<j’) 
and 
(i,j)Gc(i’,j’) * j < j’V(j= j’Ai2i’). 
The total ordering ‘ <J’ that is used instead of ‘ <_,’ in the definition of pictures in 
[26] and [2] is the opposite of ‘ &‘, an d therefore not compatible with our ‘ gJ’; 
to match their pictures with ours everything must be transposed, in which case ‘<J’ 
corresponds to ‘ G c’. The special case of Corollary 2.5.2 where this ordering is taken 
for ’ Gx’ and ‘<$’ was already proved by Clausen and Stotzer [2, Satz. 1.41; the proof 
of Proposition 2.5.1 above is similar to their proof. 
By a construction based on these considerations we can show that in a certain sense 
there exists an abundance of pictures. This is not so if we fix domain and image 
diagrams ~forehand, since there is no simple criterion for Pic(x, $) to be non-empty, 
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but if we fix only the domain, then pictures can be built up without obstruction. It 
will be convenient o have a notation for the squares directly above, below, left and 
rightofagivensquares;definex~=x-(1,O),x~=x+(l,O),x~=x-(O,l)and 
x-+ =x+(0,1). 
Propaaition 2.5.3. Let x E 9 be given, and a total ordering ’ gx’ on 2 such that 
x< J y with x, y E x implies x boy; let f be a bijection from an order ideal 2’ of 
(x, GX) to a skew diagram $‘, such that f is a poset morph (x’, <\) + (Jf’, 6 0 
and f-’ is a poset morphism (t,V, g2) + (x’, GX). Then there is at least one way 
to extend f to a picture x + JI for some $ E 9; in case I/? E 9’ the extension can 
be made such that also $ E 8. 
Proof. We reason by induction on Ix \ ~‘1. The case x’ = x is taken care of by 
Corollary 2.52, so it suffices to show that if x’ # x, then we can extend 2’ by the 
square x E x \ x’ that is minimal for ‘ Gx’, and define f(x) such that the stated cond- 
itions remain valid. Let p = xc, r = xi, and q = pi = r+. As indicated above, 
the conditions for f(x) are that it is an outer cocomer of $J’, and that f(p) eJ f(x) 
if p E x’ and f(x) c J f(r) if r E x’. For any y E x’ we have one of y 4 \p, 
yG[q or r<,y, where y<\p and r<\y, respectively, imply p E x’ and r E x’; 
moreover if p,r E x’ then also q E x’, and f(p) <_, f(q) < _, f(r). It follows that 
if P E x’ tien f(p)’ e Ic/‘, and if r E 2’ then f(r)’ $Z I/I’, and if both hold, then 
f(p)’ G J f (r)l. It is now easy to see that in all cases there exists an outer cocorner 
of JI’ that satisfies all conditions for f(x); if $’ is a Young diagram, it can be chosen 
inside N x N, so that the image remains a Young diagram. Cl 
2.6 Pictures and the LittlewoodRichardson rule 
We can rephrase the procedures given above for characterising and generating pic- 
tures in terms of row and column encodings of pictures. For simplicity we first consider 
the case where the image is a Young diagram. Then the row or column encoding alone 
determines the picture: the length of row i (cohrmn i) of the image diagram equals 
the number of times i occurs as entry of the row (column) encoding. Defining the 
weight of (part of) a diagram filled with natural numbers as the sequence (ao,al,. . .), 
where ai is the number of times i occurs as entry, the weight of the row or col- 
umn encoding must therefore be a partition (i.e., weakly decreasing). Since the image 
of any order ideal of (x, GX) is also a Young diagram, the weight of the restriction 
of the row or columu encoding to the order ideal must also be a partition. We can 
now characterise row and column encodings of pictures with a Young diagram as 
image. 
Propo?&on 2.6.1. Let E be a skew diagram x filled with natural numbers, and let 
‘ d x’ be a total ordering on x such that x ,< _, y with x, y E x implies x < x y. Then 
E is the column encoding (resp. row encoding) of a picture f: x --f 1 with R E B if 
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and only zf the following conditions are satisjed 
(i) the entries of E are strictly increasing (resp. weakly decreasing) along each 
row, 
(ii) the entries of E are weakly increasing (resp. strictly ~ere~~g) along each 
column, 
(iii) the weight of the restriction of E to any order ideal of (x, Go) is a partition. 
If so, f is uniquely determined, and Ai (resp. A) is the Young dkzgram of the weight 
of E. Furthermore, any partial Jilting dejned on an order ideal of (x, f J that 
satisfies the given conditions for the defined entries can be extended to a complete 
filling satisfying the conditions. 
Proof. It is clear that the conditions are necessary. To reconstruct a picture from its 
column or row encoding, the missing coordinate of the image of a square x should 
be taken to be the number of squares y cJ x in x with the same entry as x. With 
this rule, the sufkiency of the conditions follows from Corollary 2.52, taking ‘&’ 
(respectively ‘ G,‘) for <e. From the proof of Proposition 2.5.3 it follows that applying 
this rule to a partial filling defined on an order ideal xi of (x, 5,) will result in a poset 
morphism (x’, < z ) -+ (A’, < &); the ex~n~bili~ of such a filling then follows Erom 
Proposition 2.53. The remaining statements are obvious. 0 
Remark, Condition (iii) is equivalent to the requirement that reading the entries of E 
in the increasing order for ’ < x’ one obtains a lattice fruition, i.e., the weight of 
any initial subsequence is a partition. 
We shall omit an detailed statement and proof of the generalisation of this proposition 
for pictures whose image not a Young diagram. If the image of a picture f is 1\ p, 
then giving fi in addition to the row or column encoding of f suffices to determine f;
the only change in the conditions for this case is that in (iii) not the weights themselves 
are required to be partitions, but rather the result of adding p to the weights. 
The fillings described in proposition 2.6.1 are just Li~lew~-echelon fillings. 
More precisely, in the traditional formulation of the Littlewood-Richardson rule (see 
for instance [18, 1.9]), the allowed fillings are precisely the transposes of the fill- 
ings allowed by Proposition 2.6.1 for column encodings, using ‘ SC’ for ‘ Gn’. The 
Littlewood-Richardson rule describes the structure coetlicients of the ring of symmet- 
ric functions on its Z-basis of S-functions { sa 1 12 E 46 }; we refer to [ 181 for precise 
definitions. This rule can now be restated in terms of pictures, as follows. 
Theorem 2.6.2 (Littlewood and Richardson). For ;1, ct E B one has s,& = &y c$,&, 
where ciV = IPic(l \ ,u, v)l. 
Although pictures il \ p t v correspond to Littlewood-Richardson fillings for cii,+, 
that number equals c& since sa I+ sy induces an automorphism of the ring of 
symmetric functions. This symmetry is not (yet) obvious for pictures, but 
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Proposition 2.6.1 does allow substantial variation in concrete formulations of the 
Li~lew~-~c~son rule, all of which are equivalent, since they just describe the 
same set of pictures in different ways: various orderings can be used for ‘ Go’ (such 
as ‘& or ‘ < e’)r one may use row or column encoding, and symmetries of pictures 
may be applied, such as f H f-‘, which leads to filling the Young diagram v 
instead of the skew diagram A \ fl. 
Endowing the ring of symmetric functions with the inner product for which the set 
of S-functions forms an orthonormal basis, we have c,& = (sn, sI-‘sv). For A, ,U E B with 
or. C 1 the skew S-function si\,, is defined by (s,+,sV) = ci,,; this is well defined by 
the Littlewood-Richardson rule, and is invariant under translations of the skew diagram 
I \ p. The product has a direct interpretation i the form of diagonal concatenation of
skew diagrams: for x, $ E Y we have srs~l = sXttf+, where x H + is a skew diagram 
(defined up to translation) built from x and # as follows: 
r I 
(see [18, I (5.7)]). From this it follows that ci,, = c;~ where n,p f B are such 
that ,U U Y = rr \ p. The corresponding identity {Pic(l \ i, v)l = IPic(A,p ttl v)f can be 
understood irectly. To see that, we first state, and prove combinatorially, an obvi- 
ous consequence of the Littlewood-Richardson rule, that will also be of use in the 
sequel. 
Proposition 2.6.3. For I,p E B the set Pic(L,g) is empty unless /2 = p, in which case 
it has one element. 
Proof. Consider a picture f: 1 ---t p, then the first column of 1 is an order ideal of 
(A, 6 /), so its image must be a Young diagram contained in p; not having more that 
one square in any row, the image must be contained in the first column of ,u. But 
since we may argue similarly for the inverse image of that column, it can only be that 
f maps the first column of rl onto that of p. We can then split off the first columns, 
and by induction find that each column of rZ is mapped onto the corresponding column 
of p, so k = ~1 and f is uniquely determined. cI1 
The unique element of Pic(R, 1) will be denoted by 1~. We are now ready to de- 
monstrate the identity mentioned above, and in fact a slightly more general one. 
Propo&ion 2.4.4. For any A, ,u E 9’ with p E 1 and $ E ~7, the set Pic(A \ /.J, $) is in 
bijection with Pic(ll, ,u w $). 
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Proof. Let a picture f: /z -+ pty $ be given. Since ,M is an order ideal of (P&I $, </), 
its inverse image is a Young diagram pi contained in 2; the restriction of f to CL’ 
is again a picture, whence /J’ = ~1 and the restriction is equal to 1,. The restric- 
tion of f to the complementary skew diagram A \ p is also a picture, and it is this 
picture that will correspond to f under the bijection of the proposition. One easily 
checks that conversely the extension of any picture R \ ~1 -+ $ by 1, is a picture 
1-+#uWtfr. 0 
The Littlewood-Richardson rule states that IPic(x, v)l = (sX,sy) for all x f 9 and 
v E 8. This suggests that the same might be true more generally, with v replaced by 
an arbitrary skew diagram #. This is indeed the case, and can already be deduced from 
the facts presented o far. 
Proposition 2.6.5 (Zelevinsky). For aN x,$ E 9 one has fPic(X,$)f = (s,,~). 
Proof. It will suffice to prove this for 2 = 1 \ p with 5~ E $7 and p C R. 
Then by Proposition 26.4 we have IPic(E. \ p, J/)1 = ]Pic(A,p w $)I, which by the 
Littlewood-Richardson rule is equal to (s~,sFW+) = (s~,s,s~) = (s+, se), where 
the final equality follows by linearity from (r~,sksV) = (s~\~,s~) for v E 9, since 
(by the Littlewood-Richardson rule) s$ can be written as a linear combination of 
such ,ry. Cl 
This fact was originally stated by Zelevinsky [26, Theorem 21, and proved by con- 
structing a bijection, the Robinson-Schensted correspondence for pictures that we shall 
describe below. As we have indicated, the enumerative identity can already be derived 
without using that construction. 
3. The Robinson-&hen&ed correspondence 
3.1. The Robinson-Sche~ted algorithm applied to pictures 
Since { s1 ] 1 E 9 } is an orthonormal basis of the ring of symmetric functions, 
Proposition 2.6.5 is equivalent to fPic(X, $)I = XI,@ ]Pic(R,x)] . IPic(A,$)(. The 
Robinson-Schensted correspondence for pictures is a bijection corresponding to this 
identity. 
Theorem 3.1.1 (Zelevinsky). FOP all x,ic/ E Y there is a bijection Pic(x,+) 1 
UIEI Pic(4 $1 x PW, xl. 
The bijection is obtained by using the (ordinary) Robinson-Schensted algorithm. In 
one formulation of that algorithm, it defines a bijective correspondence between the 
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set of bijections f: A -+ B of two totally ordered sets of n elements, and pairs (P, Q) 
of poset morphisms P: I --+ B and Q: ;k -+ A for some ,? E 8. Here f corresponds 
to a permutation of n and P and Q to Young tableaux of shape 1, but it is natu- 
ral to take the elements of B as entries for P, since P is formed by inserting the 
images of f into an initially empty tableau using the Schensted insertion procedure; 
similarly it is natural to take the elements of A as the entries of Q. Applying the 
algo~~ to any bijection x --t & where x and I/ are totally ordered by ‘ Gc’, one 
obtains a pair of bijections 1 + $ and A + 2 for some Iz 6: 9. (As before we have 
transposed everything with respect o [26]; there the transpose Robinson-Schensted al- 
gorithm is used.) The essential point of the theorem is that the bijection x 4 $ is a 
picture if and only if the same is true for the bijections A--, $ and A -+ x computed 
from it. We omit a proof of this theorem, since we shall prove a stronger statement 
below. 
While the enumerative substratum of this theorem follows from the Littlewood- 
Richardson rule, a converse implication is practically and historically much more 
relevant. Using the theorem we can deduce the Littlewood-Richardson rule from a 
special instance of the identity IPic(x,$)I = (+s$), namely where rc/ is a horizon- 
tal strip tiIt for ~1 E 8, defined by I/J~ = b & ~1 W e-e, where pf is (a copy of) 
row i of p. The function so is called the total symmetric function h, associated 
to ~1; the elements of Pic(x, t,Gcl) correspond under negated row encoding to semi- 
standard tableaux of shape 2 and weight p, and for this case the identity can be estab- 
lished directly (see f18, I (5.14)]). Using this fact and Theorem 3.1.1, we can prove 
Theorem 2.6.2. 
Proof of the Littlewood-Richardson rule. We have (.rr,h,) = IPic(x, &)I = 
cLEs, ]Pic(A,x)I + IPic(l, $,)I = CICg, fPic(& x)/(sn, hp), which, since the total sym- 
metric functions are known to be a Z-basis of the ring of symmetric functions, implies 
that sr = CIE4’ JPic(A,&, and therefore (~1,s~) = lPic(l,#)I. q 
Remark. We have followed the proof of [18, I (9.2)], but its crucial claim (9.4) 
was deduced from Theorem 3.1.1; this reduces the 5-page proof to the few lines 
above. Since [18] predates the introduction of pictures, its proof uses a different lan- 
guage than ours, but it is easy to interpret he objects manipulated as pictures. Note 
that Macdonald’s proof is a reconstruction and completion of the incomplete proof 
in [ 191 (which was reproduced in [ 17]), where the Robinson-Schensted correspon- 
dence was first defined. It appears that the main aspect in which Robinson’s proof 
was incomplete, is that it fails to prove the preservation of the properties that corre- 
spond, in their disguised form, to the picture conditions, So one might say that the 
correspondence that Robinson should have defined is not the one that has become 
known as the (ordinary) Robinson-Schensted correspondence, but rather Zelevinsky’s 
generalised version! (Tbis is not quite fair, since the pictures for which one needs 
the correspondence in the proof are not completely general ones, but still the point is 
remarkable.) 
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3.2. Independence of choice of total orderings 
In [5] it was shown that in the faction of the bijection of Theorem 3.1.1 
one may replace the ordering ’ &‘, used to make 2 and ~9 into totally ordered 
sets, by other total orderings compatible with ‘ < /’ (this is called choosing ‘readings’ 
of x and $), and still obtain the same bijection. This resembles what we have 
seen for the various ways to characterise pictures, so we shall say that the 
correspondence of Theorem 3.1.1 is a natural one (this terminology was introduced 
in [5]). Nonetheless, this property is a quite non-trivial addition to Theorem 3.1.1, 
since changing the orderings on 2 and $ can have a significant effect on the permu- 
tation that corresponds to the picture, causing the insertion process to proceed quite 
differently. 
We shall now formulate a stronger version of Theorem 3.1.1, that makes both the nat- 
urality and the relation with the ordinary Robinson-Schensted correspondence explicit; 
we first need some definitions. For n E N let [n] be the n-element set { i E N 1 i < n }, 
and identify the symmetric group S, with the set of bijections [n] + [n]. For 1 E B let 
SJ be the set of bijective poset morphisms (A, < \) + ([n], < ); these are the Young 
tableaux of shape L. Put @,, = {A E B 1 I;11 = n}, and let Ils,: S, -+ CIEgr, $r~ x Fi 
denote the ordinary Robinson-Schensted correspondence (using row-insertion), see for 
instance [Zl, 12,16]. It will be convenient to represent a total ordering ‘Gx’ on a skew 
diagram x by the unique poset isomorphism a: (x, <x) -+ ([n], <) (this is essentially 
a reading of [S I); compatibility of ‘ <x ’ with ‘ < J ’ is expressed by the fact that tl is 
also a poset morphism (x, < A) ---f (En], < ). 
Theorem 3.2.1 (Fomin and Greene). There is a bijection RS,,+: Pi&#) + 
&,n Pi@., J/)xPic(x, A).@- any x, JI E 9, such that ifn = 1x1 = I$/ and R&#(f) = 
(p, q), then for any pair of bijective poset ~orph~~s a: (x, < /) --) ([n], < ) and 
B: (JI, GA) + ([n], <) one has RS&? o f o a-‘) = (/I o p,a o q-l). 
With respect o Theorem 3.1.1 we have inverted the second picture (q), so that x 
always occurs as domain, just as $ always occurs as image; this does not affect the 
meaning of the theorem, but will make it match nicer with glissements, that will be 
discussed later. 
The proof of the naturality statement given in [5] is quite technical. It shows that 
one can transform the reading c( into a standard reading of x (corresponding to ‘ <,‘) 
by small steps, such that the corresponding changes to the permutation fi o f o a-’ are 
‘right Knuth transformations’ (a subset of the elementary transformations of permuta- 
tions given in [ 1 l]), and that for each such step correspondence between pictures is 
unchanged. The author independently obtained the naturality result, using the simpler 
and more direct proof presented below. We show that Schensted insertion and extrac- 
tion procedures for pictures can be described directly in terms of the ordering ’ < J ’ 
on e without using the reading fl at all, and that they preserve the picture condi- 
tions; thus the correspondence defined is automatically independent of p. Like in [S] 
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it su%kes to prove naturality on one side, since for the other side it follows by the 
well-known symmetry property of RS,. 
3.3. Insertion and extraction using ‘< J ’ 
Before we can construct RS,,JI and prove the theorem, we need some simpler 
results. For A E 44 and k E N, let /2(k) = ((k} x N) n I denote the row k of L, and put 
&A) = &,k+t) = Ui>k n(i) and J(<k) = A \ &>k)* 
Lemma 3.3.1. Let E, E 8, $I E Y, p E Pic(rZ, 1,6), and let s be an outer cocorner of $. 
Then ‘</ ’ induces a total ordering on p(&,)U{s). Ifmoreover s is not the maximum 
of this totally ordered set, then its successor mm,, { y E p(&,) / s < _, y } is an 
outer cocorner of p(&,o,). 
Proof. Note fkst that 40, is an order coideal of (A, </), so that its image p(&e,) is 
an order coideal of (J/, < \), which is moreover (being the image of a row) totally 
ordered by ’ </‘, and in fact a horizontal strip. If s were incomparable with respect 
to ‘</’ to any square x E p(A(o,), then x would lie strictly to the left and above s, so 
that X* E & and since p(l(o,) is an order coideal, ~1 E p(&)); this would contradict 
the fact that p(&,) is a horizontal strip. If s has a successor, say t, within the set 
P(&o~) U {s}, as mentioned in the lemma, then t can only lie in a row above that 
of s, and therefore must be the leftmost element of its row within ~(40)). But then t 
is a minimal element of the order coideal p(luu) of (JI, < \), and therefore an outer 
cocorner of its complementary order ideal ~(&,a)). El 
We now come to the Schensted insertion and extraction procedures for pictures. 
Lemma 3.32. There is a pair of mutually inverse procedures that trQlzSform into 
each other the following sets of data: on one side a pair (p,s) with p E Pic(l, Jr) for 
some d E t3;8 and @ E 9, and with s an outer cocorner of 9; on the other side a pair 
(x, p’) with p’ E Pic(rZ’, t,6’) f or some 2 E B and JI’ E 9 and with x an outer corner 
of A’. The correspondence is such that I,@ = t,Q U (s} and A = 1’ \ {x}. Moreover, for 
any injective poset morphism /3: (t,V, < _,) -+ (N, G ) the Young tableau /I o p’ is the 
result of inserting the number /I?(s) into Jo p by the ordinary Schensted row-insertion 
procedure. 
For any choice of j3, the final requirement completely determines the effect of the 
procedures; indeed for B corresponding to the ordering ‘ Go’, the constructions will 
exactly match those of [26]. Nevertheless, we need to describe the procedures explicitly, 
in order to show that this can be done without referring to /I. Our proof then will consist 
of two elements: the description of the procedures, and the proof that they preserve 
the picture conditions. Since in the latter part independence of /? is not important, 
we could have confined ourselves to refening for it to the proof in [26]. Thanks to 
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Proposition 25.1 however, our proof is much simpler and more concise than that proof, 
which is actually contained in an appendix of [27], and is given only for the insertion 
procedure. 
Roof. Let a pair (p, s) as in the lemma be given. We construct a sequence x0, . , . ,n; 
for some P E N, with Xi E Iz for i < r and x, an outer cocorner of d (which will 
in fact be the square x of the lemma), and a corresponding sequence se,. . . , sr with 
SO = s and si = p(Xi-1) E $ for i > 0. We shall have moreover that each si is an 
outer cocorner of p(&,i,). The terms of the sequences are determined successively; 
assume that we have constructed all xi for i < k, and consequently all sj for i< k, 
and that Sk is an outer cocorner of ~(&~kj). Then by restricting to &k) and applying 
Lemma 3.3.1 we find that P(&(R)) U (Sk} is totally ordered by ‘GJ’. fit xk = (k,jk), 
where jk = I{ x E A#) 1 p(x) cJ Sk }I; either xk is the leftmost square x of &k) for 
which Sk </ p(x), or, if there are no such squares, it is the fkst square in row k 
beyond the right end of k(k). In the latter case we put r = k and x = x,, and the 
construction is complete; otherwise we have by lemma 3.3.1 that Sk+1 = p(xk) is an 
outer cocorner of p(&(>k)), and we may proceed to the next step of the construction, 
When the construction is complete we put 1’ = L U {x), and define p’: 1’ -+ {s) U $ 
by p’(xi) =s; for O<i,<r and p’(y) = p(y) for y E ~\{xo,..,,x~_~}. For any fi it is 
clear that if we replace the squares of 1,9’ by their images under 8, then the construction 
reduces to ordinary Schensted insertion. 
For the inverse procedure we trace our steps backwards. Let (p/,x) as in the lemma 
be given, and let x occur in row r. We start by setting x, = x and s, = p’(x,); 
since x, is maximal in (;l{a,j, ,/ , < ) its image s, is an inner cocomer of the order 
coideal p’( A{ _.?) of ($‘, 6 z ). Then x,_ I,. . . ,x0 and sr_ 1,. . *, se are defined as follows, 
meanwhile showing that each si is an inner cocomer of p’(;l{,&. Assuming this for 
i = k+ 1, we have analogously to Lemma 3.3.1 that (&+I) U $(A&,) is totally ordered 
by ‘ ,</‘; moreover Sk+1 is not its minimum, as #@&+I’) -=zJ p’(xk+t ) = Sk+I. Put 
xk = (k&), where jk = 1(x E A&, 1 p'(x) </ Sk+1 }I - 1, and Sk = p’(xk); then Sk 
is the predecessor of sk+l in (sk+l} U p’(&) with respect to ‘G,,,‘, which lies at 
the end of its row within p’(&)), and therefore is an inner cocomer of j?‘(&))’ 
At the end we put s = se, I = I’ \ {x}, # = $I’ \ {s}, and deline p : I + It/ by 
p(xi) = si+l and p(y) = p’(y) for y E E, \ {x0,.. ,x,.-r}. Like before, if for any /I 
we replace the squares of $’ by their images under fi, then the construction reduces to 
ordinary Schensted extraction; in particular, the two procedures are each others inverses, 
provided #at we can show that they preserve the picture conditions. 
To prove that the result of an insertion or extraction is again a picture, we use Propo- 
sition 2.5.1. For any choice of fi, the fact that #? o p and p o p’ are Young tableaux 
obtained from each other by ordinary Schensted insertion and extraction implies that 
condition 2.5.1(i) is satisfied in both cases, and also that x, < J. a T ~1~x0. Now consider 
the case of insertion; suppose that condition 2.5.l(ii) is not satisfied for p’, i.e., there 
are squares y,z E 1’ with p’(y) <, p’(z) and z </ y. Since we know that p is 
a picture, one easily sees that this can only occur if z E (x0,. . .,xr}, say z = xk, 
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ami Y # (XII,..., xr}. Then d(Z) = sk is an Outer CoCOmer of P(&(bk)), SO that 
P(h)) @k} = is an ideal of G \); since p’(y) < 2 p’(z) 
this order ideal also contains p’(y), and so y E 4 ,R). Now z < J y implies y E &t,, 
so that k < v, and p(y) hZ3 in a cohunn to the right of p(z) = Sk+] ; this contradicts 
P’(Y) <z % < J a+1 * In the case of extraction, a violation p(y) < 2 p(z) A 2 </ y 
of condition %l(ii) can only occur if y = xk and z @ (x0,. . . ,x~_.~}. Then p(z) lies 
in the the order coideal {Skfl} U p’(&k+l$ = p(q<~+l))U {s} of (II/‘, G,), whence 
z E &, leading to a contradiction with p’(y) = Sk </ sk+i = p(y) < 1 p(z) = 
P’(Z). 0 
Let us give an example to illustrate the procedures. If we apply the insertion pro- 
cedure, taking for p the first picture displayed below, and for s the outer cocomer of 
its image marked d, then the result will be that p’ is the second picture, and x is the 
square in its domain marked m. 
abcgk 
ef ij 
hm 
1 
-3 
n 
1 
h i jlk 
efg 
abed 
This result was obtained by the following steps; for convenience we use f for the 
square marked x at the image side of the display of p, and similarly x_ for the square 
marked x at the domain side of p, which is p-‘(T). We start with putting $0 = 2, 
and comparing it with p(&(~,), which together form the chain ‘if </ ‘i; cd E </ 
2 </ S cJ x. So st = 3, the successor of 2, and x0 = s. Then st is compared with 
p(&,), giving Z cJ 7 K_, 3 </ ? cJ 7, so x1 = -fand s:! = i. Similarly from 
2 cJ ? cJ Tii we get 9. = m and s3 = E, and since 1 </ Ei the procedure then 
stops with x3 = x = I’. Setting p’(q) = si for i = 0, 1,2,3, we get for p’ the picture 
displayed on the right. 
3.4. Naturality of the fuir Robinson-Schensted correspondence 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. We shall now deiine the generalised Robinson-&her&d 
correspondence Rs;,# of Theorem 3.2.1. We do so by detining R,!Q, for any chosen 
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bijective poset morphism 01: (x, GJ) + ([n], <) such that it satisfies the requirements 
of the theorem for this a and all fl, and then prove that RS& is independent of a. 
The construction is a direct translation of the ordinary Robinson-Schensted algorithm, 
using the procedures of Lemma 3.3.2 for insertion and extraction. So let x, $ and n be 
as in the theorem, and let f: x -+ $ be a bijection such that c1 of -r is a skew tableau, 
i.e., a poset morphism (Jl, < ,) -+ ([n], < ) (eventually we shall restrict f to being a 
picture). For i = 0, 1, . . . , R we successively compute pictures pi: A(j) + t,@, and at 
the same time define in~~dual images of a map q: x ---f N x N, here A(“) are Young 
diagrams, and $ci) = f(n-‘([if)), which is an order ideal of (tl/, < \) since [i] is an 
order ideal of ([n], G )). Start with po: fB -+ 0, and after pi is determined, apply the 
insertion procedure of Lemma 3.3.2 to (pi,f(~‘(i))), resulting in a pair (x,p’); set 
A@+‘) = ;l(‘) U {x}, pi+1 = p’, and q(ct-l(i)) = x. When pn is eventually determined, 
put 1 = Jfnf, and RS: ,#‘) = (pn,q), where q the now completely defined bijection 
x -+ A, for which aoq -1 E FJ. Reversing the steps, and using the extraction procedure 
of Lemma 3.3.2, define an inverse algorithm RS&,-I, that can be applied to any pair 
(p,q) of a picture p: il -+ t,h and a bijection q: x -+ A with a o q-l E Fi, for some 
E. E 8, and that yields a bijection f: x -+ $ for which M. o f -’ is a skew tableau. 
By construction we have if ES;%+(f) = (p,q) that RS,(fiofoa-‘) = @op,oloq-‘) 
for all /I; clearly p and q are independent of fi. On the other hand, by the well-known 
fact that R&(w) = (P,Q) implies RS,(w-‘) = (Q,P), we have R&(ol o f-l o /F”) = 
(a oqW1,j30 p). If we now assume that f is a picture, then = (q-‘,p-l), 
assumption that 
a o f-I is a skew tableau, this implies by Proposition 2.5.1 that f is a picture. This 
the proof of Theorem 3.2.1. q 
Remark. The subscripts x, $ attached to the operator RS and its inverse are used only 
to distinguish it from RS,, and to serve as a reminder of the domain and image of the 
picture involved; in applications of these operators these subscripts may be suppressed, 
although we shall not do so. 
As an illustration of the algorithm, we shall apply it to the picture that we have seen 
before: 
a b c 
P de -+ fs 
We choose ~1: x -+ [7] corresponding to ‘ Gr’, for which the squares of x in increasing 
order carry the labels f, g,d, e, a, b, c (the only other legitimate choice would be to 
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interchange  and a). We show here the final steps of the algorithm (the tkst few steps 
are less illustrative): the pictures ~4,. . . , p7 are successively 
The other picture computed is 
where the corresponding Young tableau E o q-’ is 
displaying the order in which the images were determined. If we had used the other 
choice for a, and hence the insertion order f, g, d, a, e, b, c, the intermediate picture p4 
would be different (and we would have AC41 = (2,1,1) instead of Ac4) = (3,l)); the 
entries 3 and 4 would be interchanged in cxoq-l, but the picture q would be unchanged. 
Note that the point-image pairs of q are determined one by one, but the intermediate 
partial maps are not always pictures: after ps is computed the pairs of q labelled 
a, d, e, f, g are determined, but the corresponding subset of the domain x is not a skew 
diagram. 
An interesting special case of this construction is when x and It, are horizontal strips, 
i.e., the picture f corresponds to a generalised permutation of [ 111. Then there is only 
one possible choice for the mo~hisms CI and j?, so that the precise steps taken by 
the algorithm are completely determined. Instead of using J? and o! to make p and q 
into standard Young tableaux, one can also represent hem as semis~d~d tableaux 
by using negated row encoding; the insertion and extraction procedures used for p, 
and the definition of the other picture q -l, then become identical to those in [ 111. The 
dual correspondence described there, which operates on zero-one matrices instead of 
general&i permutations, can also be obtained as a special case, by taking for x a 
vertical strip and for + a horizontal strip, and using cohnun encoding for p so that it is 
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a transposed semistandard tableau (or ‘dual tableau’ in the terminology of [ 1 l]), while 
for q one keeps negated row encoding. Therefore, the Robinson-Schensted algo~~ 
for pictures can in fact be seen as a common generalisation of both variants of Knuth’s 
generalised Rob~on-Schenst~ algorithm. 
Unlike the ordinary Robinson-Schensted algorithm, the Robinso~Schensted 
algorithm for pictures can be applied to each of the components of the pair it returns. 
Such iteration does not produce any interesting new pictures, however. 
Proposition 3.4.1. For p E Pic(;l, $) and q E Pic(x, A) with R E B and x, II/ E Y, one 
has 
R%@(P) = (P, ln), 
R&fq) = fLl,q). 
(1) 
(2) 
Proof. The first case can be verified directly Corn the definition of RS&, with (for 
simplicity) a corresponding to ‘ Go’ or ‘ &‘; each insertion step only involves moves 
in a single column of 1. The verification essentially comes down to the well-~0~ fact 
that for any Young tableau P, if we apply the ordinary Robinson-Schensted algorithm 
to the permutation obtained by reading the entries in increasing order for ’ &’ or ‘ &‘, 
then the left tableau obtained will be P itself; indeed, we see that this is true for any 
order compatible with ‘ GJ ‘. The second case follows by symmetry. •I 
4. The Schiitzenberger correspondence 
4.1. The Robi~on-~chensted correspondence in relation to symmetries 
As was mentioned before, the set Pic(x, JI) is in bijection with each of Pic(-x, -$), 
Pic(x”, -#), and Pic(-Xf, @), by composing a picture with the indicated reflections 
in domain and image; we shall denote the counterparts of a picture f so obtained by 
-f, f’, and -f (so we indicate the symmetry applied to the domain, rather than 
that applied to the image), An obvious question is what happens to the pair of pictures 
computed by the Robinson-Sch~sted algo~~ when we apply these symmetries to f; 
the answer must be non-trivial, since the class of pictures allowed for p and q is not 
fixed by these symmetries. 
The answer will involve the Schiitzenberger correspondence, an algorithmically de- 
fined shape preserving transformation of Young tableaux; we shall denote it by Sn: 9, + 
&, where n E N and Fn = Ui,@# 9’jj. It was first defined in [22] (where it is called I); 
see also [12] (the operation P cf Ps) and [16]. It has a definition and some properties 
of a type similar to those of the Robinson-Schensted algorithm, and there is a strong 
connection between the correspondences defined by the two algorithms, that we shall 
now formulate. Let n” E S,, be the unique permutation that is an anti-isomorphism of
([n], <) to itself, i.e., 5: i-n - 1 - i. 
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Theorem 4.1.1 (Knuth). For cf E S, and P,Q E Y,,, the following statements are 
equivalent: 
&Co) = tP, Q>, 
RS,z(a 0 fi> = V*,Sn(Q)*), 
R&G 0 cl= GW’)‘, Q’>, 
Rs,(n” 0 0 * n”) = G(P), &t(Q)). 
In its full form the theorem first appears in [12, Theorem D] (see also [23, 4.31, 
and [16, Theorem 4.1.11); important partial results already appear in [21,22]. We also 
have the identities S,(Pt) = S,(P)’ and S&$,(P)) = P, that are in fact implied by this 
theorem. 
Viewing permutstions as special cases of pictures, this theorem precisely describes 
the effects of the symmetries mentioned above on the tableaux associated to permu- 
tations under the Robinson-Schensted correspondence: if f is a picture corresponding 
of a permutation d E S,, then f’ corresponds to ir 0 n” (the reverse of Q), -f to n” 0 Q 
((r with n” applied to its entries), and -f to n” o Q o 5. 
4.2. The Schiitzenberger correspondence for pictures 
These statements can be generalised to arbitrary pictures, using the Schiitzenberger 
correspondence for pictures that is described in [26]; it is based on the corresponding 
algorithm for tableaux in much the same way as the Robinson-Schensted correspon- 
dence for pictures is. We shall call this operation 3, for 31 E 9, it bijectively maps 
Pic(A,$) to Pic(A -rl/) for all A E 91~11. The negation of the image diagram is quite 
natural in view of the definition of S, and Theorem 4.1.1 (in fact it would have some 
advantages to also define S,, such that the entries of S,(P) are the negatives of those 
of P, as is done in [16]). Like before, we first define an operation 5: using a bijec- 
tive poset morphism 8: (@, < _,) -+ ([n], < ), and then show that it sends pictures to 
pictures and the outcome does not depend on /.K For /I corresponding to ‘ Gc’, the defi- 
nition will match the one in [26]. We shall need poset morphisms f?om skew diagrams 
to [n] corresponding to /3, but defined on @, -$, and --I/& these will be called fit, 
--/I and -/9, respectively, and are defined by p(s) = I?(&“)), -/I(s) = fi(fi(-s)), and 
--b(S) = N-s”) (th e composition with n” in the first two cases is needed to obtain 
a morphism). We define 8$ by S:(p) = (-@-I o S,(fi o p) so that (-8) o 2$(p) = 
&,(/I o p); in other words, 5’: is defined in such a way that under composition with fl 
and -/3 to transform pictures into tableaux, it reduces to the ordinary Schiitzenberger 
correspondence. 
Theorem 4.2.1. There is a bijection Se : &,s Pic(A, $) -+ &,@ Pic(l, -9) for any 
$ E 9, such that if n = \$I then for any bijective poset morphism j?: (I&, </) ---f 
one has (--B) S&p) = 0 p) p E Pic(R, @), 
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if Si: JJIEBWx,A) ---f UREB Pic(-x, A) is correspondingly a’efked by S:(q) = 
S,(q-' )-‘, then the following statements are equivalent: 
R%df) = (P,4), 
RT,,+(ft) = (p’&(-4% 
RS-x:y(--ff) = (S-&+),-q’), 
RS-z-k-f) = (S~tp),S~(q)). 
Furthermore, S-&9 = Se(pY and S_&(P)) = p for all p E %(A,$). 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
This theorem follows in a straightforward way from Theorems 3.2.1 and 4.1.1. Never- 
theless the naturality statement and the incorporation of Eqs. (4) and (5) appear to be 
new; the equivalence of (3) and (6) is stated in [26, Proposition 91. 
Proof. Let f E Pic(x, +) and RSx,& f ), = (p, q). Choose morphisms tt, /I as in 
Theorem 3.2.1, and put rr = j?of oc1-i E S,, then iiooon” = (-fl)o(- f )o(--ol)-l, Apply- 
ing RS, to this permutation, we get by Theorem 4.1.1 that RS,J,(-/I) o (-f) o (-a)) = 
(S&I 0 p),S,(tt 0 q-‘)) = ((-/I) 0 S,P(p),(-cc) 0 S;(q-‘1). It then follows from 
Theorem 3.2.1 that we must have RS_,_~(- f) = (S,$( p), SF(q-’ )-’ ); therefore, this 
is a pair of pictures that does not depend on 01 or p, which establishes the initial state- 
ments about S# and the equivalence of (3) and (6). The other equivalences follow by 
reasoning similarly for the permutations (-/Y)o f’o(a’)-’ and ($)o(-ft)o(-at)-l. 
The remaining claims can be proved similarly, but also follow from the stated 
equivalences. Cl 
Note that the naturality is essential in obtaining the equivalence of (3) with (4) or (5): 
if we would only use operations of type S$ with fl corresponding to ‘ GE’, then it would 
for instance not be possible to relate S-&p’) to Sn((-8’) apt), since -/!F is not of 
the indicated type. 
4.3. Transposing domain and image simultaneously 
The Robinson-Schensted and Schtitzenberger correspondences for pictures, in com- 
bination with the symmetries of pictures, provide several equivalent ways to define the 
bijection between Pic(x,$) and Pic($,@) that was announced earlier. 
Theorem 4.3.1. There exists a bijective map f I-+ f T from Pi& t,k) to Pie@, I,V) for 
any x, $ E 9 with the following properties. For a picture f: 2 --+ t,b with RS.& f) = 
(p,q), one has 
RS,t,y(fT) = (s-ji~(P’),sf_,t(-qt)), 
RS,,-g((f ‘1’) = (S&p), 4) > 
(7) 
@I 
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q&-(fTY) = (P&q)), 
R&+p(-(fT)> = (p”, -47. 
For A E B and any p E Pic(A, tj), q E Pic(x, 2) one has moreover 
pT = S+(pt) and qT = SL,,(-$), 
so that (7) can be restated as 
R&V(fT> = (pT,qT). 
Finally, one has f” = f, and further commutation relations 
<r-‘1’ = (f’>--‘, t-f 1’ = -(f’J (f?’ = (f”K 
and 
&(a)T = %(PT), S;(q)T = s;*clrr’>. 
345 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
Proof. Each of the Eqs. (7)-(10) determines a unique value for fT, and by 
Theorem 4.2.1 these are all equal. Applying (7) with p or q for f, and using 
Proposition 3.4.1 one obtains (11). The remaining identities follow by direct com- 
putation, using the identities already established. Cl 
If the domain or image of a picture f is a Young diagram, then (11) shows that 
fT can be computed without using the Robinson-Schensted algorithm. Such pictures 
correspond to Littlewood-Richardson fillings, and for those a corresponding operation 
has been described elsewhere, see for instance [9]. On the other hand, (10) shows that 
f T can always be computed without using the Schtitzenberger algorithm, so (11) also 
implies that Se can be expressed in terms of RsX,$; with l), denoting the unique picture 
-A--+ 1, we have 
S*(P) = -RsI:,+(P, 1;>, (13) 
and by interchanging p and S&p) this implies that S&) is also the first component 
of RS++( -p). 
As an illustration of the relation between f and f * for general pictures, we consider 
again the picture for which we demonstrated the Robinson-Schensted algorithm. We 
had 
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using (11) and (12) we get 
f d/al 
9 
eb ’ 
c 
c e 9 
b d 
3 
_T_ 
Note that in computing p* and qT by the Schiitzenberger algorithm we have chosen 
the identifying labels to match those of p and q on the image, respectively, on the 
domain For f* however the correspondence with the in~vidu~ point-image pairs off 
could not be maintained in any meaningful way, so we switched to a different set of 
labels. 
4.4. Lack of naturality of the deflation procedure 
So far we have used Theorem 4.1.1 rather than the deGnition of S,(P), but it is 
interesting to see whether the computation of S#(p) can be described irectly in terms 
of pictures, as was the case for RS,,~(f ). The computation of S,(P) consists of a 
repeated application of a ‘deflation’ procedure A to P, which removes an entry, and 
rearranges the remaining entries into a smaller Young tableau; the tableau S,(P) records 
the sequence of shapes of P, A(P), A2(P), . . . , An(P). For $ E 9’ and a bijective poset 
morphism 8: (+, 6 /) -+ ([n], < ), one can defme an operation Ag such that for maps 
p: /1 + $ for which fl o p is a Young tableau one has fl o Ag(p) = A(/3 o p); 
then the tableau (-p) o S$(p) = S,,@ o p) will record the sequence of shapes of 
P, AS(P), A;(P). . 9, AZ(p). Since S$ does not depend on /I one might think that the 
same is true for As. However, this is not the case: the very fact that S&3 o p) = 
t--B) 0 S+(P) shows that &(B 0 P) varies with /3, so the sequence of shapes A;(p) 
must vary as well. 
So unlike the Schensted insertion and extraction procedures, A cannot be defined 
naturally for pictures. In fact, As does not even preserve the picture conditions. An 
application of A starts with removing the entry at the origin, creating an empty square, 
and then as long as possible slides entries leftwards or upwards into the empty square; 
whenever two entries could move into the empty square, the smaller one takes prece- 
dence, to keep the rows and columns increasing. In the computation of A&), this 
comparison takes place between entries of /I o p. If the p-images of the squares in 
question are comparable by ‘ < J ’ then this will determine the comparison in p o p, 
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independently of j3. If they are incomparable however, then #? breaks the tie, and the 
entries compared will end up either in the same row or column; but this means that 
the picture condition is destroyed, since for a picture the images of squares in one row 
or column must be comparable by ‘ < J ‘. Since repeated application of d removes the 
entries from the tableau in increasing order, a comparison between any pair of entries 
is established at some point during the process, so that unless li/ is totally ordered 
by ‘ GJ’, some d;(p) will not be a picture. In fact, the picture conditions will be 
violated in another way as well: the image shapes of d;(p) will not all be skew 
diagmms. 
Let us give a concrete example. Consider the following picture: 
For convenience we let each of a,. . . ,g denote the square iu the image of p with 
that label; this allows us to view the picture as a Young tableau filled with symbols 
instead of numbers. A choice of /3 defines an ordering of the symbols; although there 
are several possibilities we will restrict ourselves to those for which 4 < d < b < e, 
f < g c c. Depending on whether or not e < f we get the following two sequences 
for Ai( 
e < f: 
We see that although a difference is introduced at the first step, the shapes remain 
the same until the f?rst of (e, f} is removed, and the tableaux become equal again 
after both are removed. This remarkable fact is no coincidence, since the natural- 
ity of S+ implies that the square that is treed in the step that an entry x is re- 
moved, is the one that maps to -x under Q(p), which is independent of the ordering 
used. 
An extreme case is p = 1~ where Iz is a rectangular diagram: then eoery Young 
tableau P of shape 1 can be written as P = /iI o p for some 8, and any chain of 
diagrams can occur as shapes of A;(p); in this case each two of fi, P, and S,(P) 
are linked by a simple transformation. A related fact is that for p E Pic(h, +) with 
R rectangular, &i(p) equals -p, up to a translation of the domain, this follows 
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from (13) and (I), but also from the general way that the Schtitzenberger correspon- 
dence can be expressed in terms of glissement, a construction that we shall consider 
next. 
5. Glissement 
In the previous two sections the Robinson-Schensted and Schiitzenberger correspon- 
dences were considered as they are defmed by their deterministic algorithms. Schutzen- 
berger has shown in 1231 that these correspondences can also be defined by a rewrite 
system for skew tableaux, where the basic. rewrite step is called glissement. We shall 
now develop a similar theory for pictures; the ~o~~ctions and results of Sections 3 
and 4 are not used, but they do provide motivation. 
5. I. Dejinition of domain-glissements and image-glissements of pictures 
Let us recall from [23] how a glissement of a skew tableau rp is formed. An inner 
cocorner of the shape of cp is appointed as initial position of an ‘empty square’, then 
(as in the deflation procedure) entries are repeatedly slid leftwards or upwards into 
the empty square, the smaller entry taking precedence if there are two possibilities. 
When no more moves are possible, the new positions of the entries define a new 
skew tableau (p’, that we shall call the inward glissement of cp into s. Given the final 
position s’ of the empty square (an outer cocomer of the shape of cp’) the moves can 
be traced back in a similar fashion, recovering p; we call 50 an outward glissement 
of 9’ into s’. 
In order to define a similar operation for a picture f : x ---f @, one may take a 
bijective poset morphism /I: (+, < /) -+ (En], < ) and call S’ an inward glissement 
of f if /I o f’ is an inward glissement of fl o f. It is however by no means obvious that 
such f’ will be a picture. A necessary condition for this is that the images under f' of 
any pair of squares in the same row or column are comparable by ‘G/‘. In particular 
any pair s, t E ~4 for which the entries /3(s) and J(t) of po f were compared in forming 
the glissement must be comparable by ‘ <J ‘. But then the resulting picture f' will 
not depend on @; in other words, the definition can only work if it is natural. This 
turns out to be the case, which is surprising in view of the negative results about the 
deflation procedure. 
Theorem 5.1.1. Let f: x + I) be a picture, and s an inner (resp. outer) cocorfzer 
of x. There exists a unique picture f’: x’ + $ such that for any bijective poser 
morphism 8: ($, 6 /) -+ ([n], <) the skew tableau b o f’ is the inward (respectiveIy 
outward) glissement of #I 0 f into s. 
The picture f’ will be called the inward (resp. outward) domain-glissement of f 
into s. Another form of glissement can be derived by the symmetry f ct f-‘: we 
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call (f/)-r the inward (outward) image-glissement of f-’ into s. Here is an example 
of these operations: the first picture is an inward domain-glissement of the second one, 
and the final picture is an outward image-glissement of the second one. 
The comparisons made are 2 < ,7 and $7~ ,,g for the domain-glissement and s < /d 
for the image-glissement, where overlines and underlines indicate labelled squares in 
the image, respectively, domain of the second picture. 
Replacing a picture by a glissement of into a square constitutes one rewrite step. 
More generally, we shall call f’ a glissement of f if there is a sequence of pictures 
f = fO,fl,..., f 1 = f’ where each fi+l is a (domain or image) glissement of fi 
into some square; if in addition any of the qualifications ‘domain’, ‘image’, ‘inward’, 
or ‘outward’ is used, then that qualification must apply to all these glissements into a 
square. 
To prove Theorem 5. I. 1, we only need to consider the inward case, by the symme- 
try f H -f. We start with showing the natural@; like for the Schensted insertion 
procedure, the results of all comparisons made are independent of 8. 
Lemma 5.1.2. Let f and fi be as in Theorem 51.1. Zf, during the com~~ut~n of the 
inward ghksement of /J o f into s, the entries b(f (x)) and fi(f (y)> of two squares 
x, y E x are compared with each other, then f(x) and f (y ) are comparable by ‘ $ J ‘. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, and let (i,j) be the first square (i.e., minimal for ‘G\‘) 
for which the entries of squares x = (i + 1,j) and y = (i, j + 1) of x are being 
compared, but f(x) and f(y) are incomparable for ‘ < /‘_ Then f(x) lies above and 
to the left of f(y), i.e., f(x) = (k, I) and f(y) = (k’, I’) with R < k’ and I c 1’. 
Let z be the square (k’, Z) which lies in the column of f(x) and the row of f(y); 
we have f(x) < \.z cz f (y) and hence z E I&. Since f is a picture x < J f-‘(z) < J y 
and f-‘(z) # (i + 1,j + l), so necessarily f-‘(z) = (i,j) = xt = y+. This excludes 
the possibility that the entries of x and y are compared at the first step of computing 
the glissement, so this comparison takes place after the entry /3(z) was moved out of 
the square f-‘(z), leaving it empty. By possibly replacing f by f we may assume 
that the move of p(z) was a horizontal one into f-‘(z)+. Then at that move, b(z) 
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was compared against he entry &f(a)) of the square a = xc, and ap~n~y found 
to be smaller. Since this comparison was made before that of the entries of x and y 
we must in fact have z -zJ f(a). But thr ‘s contradicts the fact that f(a) lies to tbe 
left of the column of f(x), thus proving the lemma. Cl 
The reasoning can be illustrated as follows; X abbreviates f(x), and z_ abbreviates 
f -‘(4. 
p$ip - pi, 
Proof of Theorem 5.1.1. By the lemma, a bijection f’ is constructed independently 
of j3; it suffices to show that it is a picture. We shall establish the conditions of 
Proposition 2.5.1; condition (i) will hold because fl o f' is a skew tableau for some 
(indeed any) 8. As sume we have a pair x’, y’ E x’ that violates condition 2.5.l(ii) 
for f’, i.e., for which f ‘(x’) -=z  f ‘(y’) while y’ < J x’. Now consider the squares 
x, y E x for which f(x) = f’(x’) and f(y) = f’(y’); since f is a picture and 
f(x) < z f(y) we have x < _, y. But from the de~tion of glissement x and x’ can 
be at most one place apart, and similarly for y and y’; the only ways that we can have 
x<~yandy’~,x’iswhenx=y+whilex’=y’~,ory=nfandy’=x’+.The 
two cases arc illustrated below, with arrows pointing from x to x’ and from y to y’. 
a d x Y Y cl-3 a x 
In the former case the image of x must have been compared against hat of the square 
a = yt, and by the lemma we must have f(x) <_, f(a), but this is in contradiction 
with the fact that f(x) c2 f(y) and f(a) lies below the row of f(y). In the latter 
case the image of y has similarly been found to be less tban that of the square a = x+, 
but f(x) cz f (y) -c J f(a) contradicts the fact that f(a) lies in a column to the left 
of f(x). 0 
Note: Since glissement of pictures deals with a modifi~tion of bijections, we have 
to be a bit more careful than usual about the meaning of our (~f~l) language. If
a skew tableau cp’ is the glissement of another tableau tp, saying that the entry &s) 
is moved in forming the glissement has a clear meaning, despite the fact that cp(s) 
really is an immutable numberz it means that the square s’ with I’ = q(s) differs 
from s (strictly speaking we should say that the original of Q(S) is changed in the 
glissement). We shall similarly say that in passing from a picture f: x -+ $ to a 
domain-glissement f’, the image f(s) of s E x moves, if f(s) = f’(s’) for some 
s’ # s; of course f(s) E I,$ itself remains the same square. For reasons of symmetry 
we shall also say that a square s E x moves in forming an image-glissement fit of f, 
if f(s) # f”(s) (it may help to think of f as represented by JI, with each square 
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‘filled’ with its inverse image). This terminology should not obscure the fact that we 
are dealing with bijections, and that individual point-image pairs have no separate 
identity (as might be suggested by our practice of assigning labels to such pairs in 
illustrations): given just two pictures f, f ‘, there is no unique way to view certain 
point-image pairs of f’ as copies of particular such pairs of f that have been ‘moved 
around’. 
The following obvious consequence of the theorem is singled out because of its 
usefuhress. 
Corollary 5.13, If the co~utat~on of a da~in-g~~sement off involves uccessive 
moves of images f(s) and f(t), one of which is a horizontal move and the other a 
vertical one, then f(s) and f(t) are incomparable by ‘ G2’; in particular they do 
not lie in the same row or colwnn. 
5.2. Results adapted from the theory of ordinary glissements 
The direct ~lationship expressed by Theorem 5.1.1 between glissements of pictures 
and of skew tableaux allows results derived in [23] for skew tableaux to be applied 
to pictures; in fact they can be applied separately for domain-glissement and image- 
glissement, which means that the theory of glissements of pictures has an even richer 
structure than that of ordinary glissements. In this subsection we collect the most 
fundamental properties, restating them for pictures; in most cases we do so for domain- 
glissements only, but of course similar statements hold for image-glissements a  well. 
These properties make clear how well the facts obtained for the Robin~n-Schensted 
and Schiitzenberger correspondences for pictures fit in with the theory of glissements. 
Although reference to the theory of ordinary glissements i  the most convenient way 
to obtain these results for pictures, we shall see that in most cases there are proofs 
for the picture case that are simpler than those for tableaux. References to statements 
in [I61 have been included because the proofs there differ from those of equivalent 
statements in [23]. 
Proposititnr 5.2.1. For any picture f and i, j E N, the picture obtained from f by a 
translation of its domain over (i, j) is an outward domain-glissement off. 
Proof. Tbe sequence of glissements is easily constructed; see [16, Section 51 for a 
proof in the tableau case. Cl 
The following theorem is the most fundamental one of the theory: it states that 
for pictures whose domain is contained in N x N, inward domain-glissements form a 
rewrite system with unique normal forms. 
Theorem 5.2.2 (Schtitzenberger). For each picture f: 2 + EC/ there is a unique picture 
p: A --, J, with A E B that is a domain-gZ~sement off. 
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Proof. This follows, using Theorem 51.1, Corn [23, 3.31, or from [16, Theorem 
5.41. q 
The next two theorems connect glissement with the Robinson-Schensted and 
Schutzenberger correspondences. 
Theorem 5.2.3 (S~h~~~~rger). For any picture f: x -4 $ and let p be the unique 
domain-g~issement of f whose doma~ is a Young diagram, and let q similarly be 
the unique image-glissement of f whose image is a Young diagram, then ( p,q) = 
R,!&,(f) (in particular the Young diagrams are the same in both casesj. 
Proof. Using Theorems 3.2.1 and 51.1, the statement about p follows from the proof 
of [23, 4.11 (where it is shown that the Young tableau of [23, 3.31 can be found 
by a computation equivalent to the Schensted insertion procedure), or from [ 16, Propo- 
sition 5.51. The statement about q follows from this using RS&f -‘) = (q-‘,.p-‘). 
cl 
Note that Proposition 3.4.1 follows from this theorem. The theorem also implies that 
if f: x -+ 1(1 and f’: x’ 4 t+h’ are pictures, with R&(f) = (p,q) and R&,&f’) = 
(p’, q’), then f’ is a domain-glissement of f if and only if p = p’ and f’ is an 
image-glissement of f if and only if q = q’. As an example, for 
‘1’ “! where p=~~~, 
satisfy RS,~(f) = (p,q), p and q can be obtained by glissement (we show only the 
part that changes): 
and 
u a u a 
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Theorem 5.2.4 (Schiitzenberger). For any picture p: Iz ---t + with rl E 8, the picture 
S+(p) is the unique domain-glissement of -p whose domain is a Young diagram. 
Proof. This follows, using Theorem 51.1, from [23] (where following 3.6 the Schtitzen- 
berger algorithm is presented as a method for computing the Young tableau cp/ that 
corresponds to the picture described in our theorem) or from [ 16, Proposition 5.61. 
Alternatively, it follows from (13) and Theorem 5.2.3. Cl 
For instance, for the picture p of the example above, we may compute from 
-p= 
by a sequence of glissements 
5 D 5 
We see that glissements provide a way to compute the Rob~son-Schists and Schiitzen- 
berger correspondences without choosing any total ordering compatible with ‘ < J ‘; 
they also make Theorem 4.2.1 obvious. 
Theorem5.2.5. LetA,Ct,vEBwithUv~land(I1/+JvI=(~). F0ranypicturep:v-t 
6 the number of pictures f: A \ p -+ $ f or which p is a domain-glissement off, is 
equal to the Littlewood-Richardson coeficient c;,~ 
The ~o~s~nd~g statement for tableaux, with instead of p a Young tableau P of 
shape v, is given in [23, (3.711; (stating the independence of the choice of P) together 
with [23, (4.7)] (equating the number with ckV for a particular P). This result can be 
transferred to the picture case: if f: A \ p --+ Jr is a bijection for which /3 o f is a 
skew tableau of which the Young tableau fl o p is a glissement, hen by Theorem 5.1.1, 
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f is a picture and p is a does-glissement of f; the converse is obvious. However, 
for the picture case there is in fact a much simpler proof. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.2.3, the map 4 c+ RT,\Jp,q) defines a bijection from 
Pit@ \ p, v) to the indicated set of pictures f. Cl 
5.3. Commutation of do~in-glissement and image-gl~sern~t 
A natural question to ask is whether domain-glissement and image-glissement com- 
mute. It turns out that they do, but for reasons that are far from trivial. In fact, from 
a technical point of view this is our most significant new result. It does not appear to 
follow easily from any of the facts accumulated above; instead, we shall give a direct 
proof based directly on the definition of glissements of pictures. 
Theorem 53.1. The operations of domain-glissement and image-glissement commute, 
in the follow~g sense. Let f: x t $I be o picture u and v cocorners of x and J, 
respectively, and let f’ be the domain-gl~sement into u of f and f” the image- 
glissement into v off. Then the domain-glissement into u off” equals the image- 
glissement into v off’. 
As an illustration consider the example in 5.1, where a one-step domain-glissement 
and image-glis~ent of the same picture were computed. If to each of the results we 
apply the glissement at the other side, we obtain 
These in fact represent the same picture, although the labels are permuted. 
Proof. The most obvious way in which the glissements can commute is when the se- 
quence of squares whose entries move in forming the domain-glissement of f is the 
same as for the dom~n-glissement of f”, and similarly for the image-glissements of 
f and f i (then performing the glissements on labelled pictures, as in our examples, 
one gets the same result without a permutation of the labels). When this is not the 
case, then for at least one comparison performed to compute a glissement, he ordering 
with respect to ‘ gd’ of the images of the squares involved is interchanged by the 
glissement at the other side. By replacing f by f -’ if necessary, we may assume that 
one of the comparisons for the dome-gli~m~t is affected by the image-glissemeut, 
and moreover, by replacing f by f, -f, or -f if necessary, that both glissemems 
are inward. Let p,q E x be squares whose images are compared in the computation of 
both domain-glissements, and whose images are interchanged by the image-glissement: 
f(p) < J f(q) and f ‘f(q) < d f”(p). Since a single glissement does not move images 
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by more than one square, both p and q must have moved in the image-glissement, their 
images switching from horizontally adjacent o vertically adjacent or vice versa. The 
set {x E x 1 f(x) # f”(x) } forms a chain in 2 for ‘ G J ‘, so there is at most one such 
pan (p4). 
We have either f(p)-* = f(q) and pf = q’, or f(p)1 = f(q) and qt = p*; we 
shall now show however that the latter does not occur. 
L,emma 5.3.2. The full~wing cannot occur in the situation of Theorem 5.3.1: there are 
p,q E x such that qt = p’ occurs as position of the empty square in the computation 
of the inward does-gl~~ement f’ off, and f (p)f = f(q) while f “(4) = f (4)“. 
Proof. Suppose the situation does occur, and choose a leftmost occurrence of p (and q). 
Since f “(4) lies in the skew diagram {u) U I), convexity dictates that f”(q)4 = 
f(p)+ E J/, say f”(qP = f ( ) f r orsomerEX.Wehaveq<,r<,pandr#q-‘, 
so r = qT = p+. Then the image f(r) moves in the computation of f ‘, which 
move is followed by a horizontal move of f(p) (since f(p) < J f (9)); therefore by 
Corollary 51.3, the move of f(r) was also a horizontal one. Hence putting s = q+ 
we have s f x and f(r) cJ f(s) qJ f(q), and therefore f(s) = f(r)? = f “(4). 
Now s is moved in the computation of f I’, followed by a horizontal move of q; by 
Corollary 51.3, we see that f”(s) = f(s)+. But then we have the situation of the 
lemma for (r,s) in place of (p, q), contradicting the choice of p. [7 
Contmuing the proof of Theorem 5.3.1, we must now have p’ = q+, and f(p) = 
f (qY- = f”(q) = f”(p)l. This case cannot be dismissed, as can be seen from the 
example above, or from the unique f with x = It/ = & More generally, for any 
rectangular Iz E 44, the unique picture f with x = $ = iE \ ((O,O)), and p = (l,O), 
q = (0,l) provides an example; in this case the tirst glissement (whether in domain 
or image) involves moves along the left and bottom edges of the rectangle, while the 
second glissement involves moves along the top and right edges, showing that there 
can be an arbitrarily large divergence of the paths of the glissements. In these particular 
cases the commutation of the glissements follows trivially from Proposition 2.6.3. Al- 
though in the general case this argument cannot be used, we shall show that essentially 
we always have one of these configurations, possibly embedded into a larger picture. 
Consequently, the remainder of the proof has the nature of a ‘strait jacket proof: one 
has at the outset a precise model of the situation at hand (and the conclusion holds 
there); all effort is directed towards eliminating any possibility of a variation from this 
model. The lack of surprising new facts often makes such proofs a bit technical and 
uninspiring; our proof is no exception. 
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After possibly applying a translation to the domain of f we may assume that 
p = (LO) and q = (0,l). Since f(p) +=z J f(q), the image f(p) moves upwards 
in computing f, i.e., f’(pf ) = f(p). Now let k 2 1 be the length of the sequence 
of consecutive upward moves starting with this move of f(p), i.e., the largest value 
such that (i,O) E x and f’((i,O>‘> = f(i, 0) for 1 <i<,t. For convenience put pi = 
(i, 0) and qi = (i, 1) for i = O,...,k, so p = pi and q = qo. By convexity of 
(8) U $ we have f”(p)* = f(qJT E If/; this square is S(x) for some x E x with 
p < _, x cJ q, which can only be x = ql; we have f”(q1) = f(q1). We shall 
now prove successively for i = 2,. . . ,k that f”(pi) = f(pi)f, that qi E x and 
that f(qi) = f”(qi) = f”(pi)‘. These facts have been established for i = 1, as- 
sume by induction that they hold for i - 1. Since i <k we have f ‘( p,f ) = f(pi), 
so we must have ffpi-1) </ f(pi) </f(qg-I); this leaves f(pi) = f(pi_l)t = 
f”(pi-1) as only possibility. Therefore pi moves in the computation of f “, followed 
by an upward move of pi-l; by Corollary 5.1.3, the move of pi is upwards as well: 
f”(pi) = f(~i)~. By convexity f”(pi)+ = f(qi-1 )T E $, which can only be the 
image of qi, so 4’ E x and f(q’) = f”(q’) = f”(pi)*, completing the induction. 
By assumption pk is the last square of the sequence whose image moves upwards 
in the computation of f’, and qk E x, so f (qk) is moved leftwards into pk, i.e., 
f’(pk) = f(qkb 
We illustrate the parts of f and f” determined so far. Note that variables are 
not labels, but denote the square that contains them; the image of a square under f, 
respectively, f” is denoted by an overline. 
% 
7% 
~ 
E -- 
P2 (II -- 
P4 
Let f “’ be the domain-glissement i o n of f “; since f”(q) c J f”(p), the image 
f “(4) moves left in the compu~tion of f “‘. Let 12 1 be the length of the sequence 
of consecutive leftward moves starting with this move in that compu~tion, i.e., the 
largest value such that (0, i) E x and f”‘((0, i)‘) = f”(0, i) for 1 <i< 1. Put ri = 
(0, i) and sj = (1, i) for i = 0,. . . , E, so p = so, q = ~1, and q1 = 51. We shall 
prove for i = 2,..., 1 that f”(pi) = f(ri)+, that S’ E x and f(s’) = f”(s’) = 
f (ri)t. These facts are known for i = 1, assume that they hold for i - 1. Since i,< Z 
we have f “‘(rr) = f”(ri), SO f “(tj._l) < _, f “(t-i) </ f “(Si-4 ), and consequently 
f “(ri) = f”(r’~1)’ = f “(si_ 1 )i = f (r+-l ). Therefore, the leftward move of r’-1 in 
the computation of f” is followed by a move of r’; by Corollary 51.3, that move is 
also leftward: f”(ri) = f (ri)+. By convexity f(ri)f = f(si_1)’ E $; this can only 
be f(si), SO St E x and f (si) = f”(.si) = f (ri)f, completing the induction step. In 
computing f”’ the leftward move of f”(r’) is not followed by another leftward move, 
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and SI E x, so f (SI) = f n(sI) is moved upwards: f”“(r~) = f (sI). The information 
obtained so far can be summarr ‘sed as follows. 
-- m Pk qk 
-- 
P2 42 
---- 
P 41 82 s3 1 5 
--- 
4 r2 r3 1 v 
We now proceed to show that the restriction f fA to the most relevant part of the 
domain of f, namely to A = ( p E 2 x 2 1 (0,O) -c2 p 6 \(k, i) ), is completely de- 
termined. There is a unique picture 1~: A -+ A, which is given explicitly by 1,&&O) = 
(k + 1 - i,O) for 1 <i<k and fd(i,j) = (k - i,j) for Ogidk and l<jGl. For 
simplicity we translate the image of f so that f (pk) = (1,O); we shall then prove 
that f I_4 = IA, or equivalently f -* IA = 1~. The images computed so far establish 
f-‘(y) = l,,j(y) for those y = (i,j) f A with j<l or i>:k - 1. For the remaining 
values y E A the identity f-‘(y) = lo follows once we know f-‘(y’) = IA 
and f-‘(yi) = lo; then f-‘{A = 1~ follows by an easy induction. 
We shall indicate the remainder of the proof of Theorem 53.1 by a somewhat less 
formal sketch. We show that inside A the moves for each of the glissements coincide 
with those for the corresponding inward glissements into the origin applied to 1~; in 
particular the sequence of moves passes through the square (k, I) in each case. Then 
for points in 2 \ A the moves for the domain-glissement are unaffected by the image- 
glissement, and vice versa for points in $ \ A. Therefore, the general case reduces to 
the special case f = lo, u = u = (O,O), where the theorem holds by Proposition 2.6.3. 
So the find point to prove is that the sequences of moves for f IA do not deviate 
from the corresponding sequences for 1~. The only way in which they could do so 
is by leaving the region A prematurely rather than via the square (k, I). Now if we 
can show that the sequence changes from upward moves to leftward moves at the 
square (k,O) (for the glissement applied first), respectively, from leftward moves to 
upward moves at the square (0, I) (for the second glissement), then Corollary 5.1.3 
ensures that it goes straight on from there to the square (k, 1). The change from up- 
ward to leftward moves at (J&O) was shown explicitly both for the co~u~tion of f’ 
and of f I’, as was the change from leftward to upward moves in the computation of f “I 
as domain-glissement of f (‘; it is however still conceivable that sequence of leftward 
moves in computing the image-glissement i o u of f’ goes on beyond (0, i). But the 
configuration that we assumed to exist for f also occurs for f-l, with (f (pk), f (qk)) 
taking the place of (p, q); for that case f’ and fN are interchanged. From this we 
may conclude that the mentioned sequence of leftward moves for the image-giissement 
into D of f’ is eventually followed by an upward move, say into (0, I’). Since f IA = lo, 
we have 1’ > 1, but by symmetry we then also get 1 >I’; this completes the proof of 
Theorem 53.1. Cl 
CoroIIary 5.3.3. Let a picture f: x + I/I and an image-gi~sement f’ off be given, 
and a cocorner u of x. Then the domain-~l~s~ent off’ into u is an ~age-3l~sement 
of the domain-glissement of f into u; in parti~lar, these pictures have the same 
domain. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 5.3.1 along a sequence of one-step image-glissements between 
f and f’. 17 
Corollary 5.3.4. Let pictures f, f’ be image-glissements of each other. Then for any 
sequence of one-step domain-glissements that can be applied to f, it is possible to 
apply do~in-g~~sements to f’ into the same sequence of squares, and the resulting 
pictures have the same domain. 
The conclusion of this corollary does not refer to im~e-glissem~~, and therefore 
describes a relation that is also meaningful for skew tableaux, with doma~-glissem~ts 
replaced by ordinary glissements. This relation is studied in [8] and called ‘dual equiv- 
alence’; the name indicates that the relation is dual to that of glissement. Let us extend 
this concept o pictures by calling pictures f, f’ dual equivalent if the conclusion of 
Corollary 5.3.4 holds. Here the duality is realised by the symmetry f t+ f-‘, since 
for pictures the relation of dual equivalence coincides with that of image-glissement: 
Proposition 53.5. If pictures f, f’ are dual equivalent, then they are image-glissements 
of each other. 
Proof. In the special case that the domains of f and f’ are both the same d E 9, 
then this certainly holds, since all such pictures are image-glissements of 12.. But by 
definition dual equivalence is preserved under applying the same sequence of domain- 
glissements o both pictures, and so is the relation of i~ge-glissade thus the general 
case is reduced to this special case. iI 
5.4. Basic theory of gtissements revisited 
In this subsection we use Theorem 5.3.1 to independently prove the basic facts about 
glissements mentioned in Subsection 5.2, that were originally derived in [23]; we 
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state some new facts as well. Like in [23], we view Theorems 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 as 
definitions of R&Q and ,!$,, respectively, leaving the equivalence with the traditional 
definitions as a separate matter. The fundamental statements are Theorem 5.2.2, and the 
bijectivity of the correspondence between J and (P, q) in Theorem 5.2.3. We combine 
these into a single theorem. 
Theorem 5.4.1. Let x,tC, E Sp with x, Jr CN x N. For each picture f: x -+ $ there 
are unique pictures p: A+ ~9 and q: x -+ 1’ with A,2 E 9, such that p is an inward 
domain-gl~sement off and q is an inward page-gl~sement off; moreover one has 
A = I’. Conversely, for any I E B and pictures p: 1 3 II/ and q: x --f A, there is 
a unique picture f: ,y 4 # that is both an outward domain-gl~sement of p and an 
outward image-g~issement of q. 
We included the condition x, JI E N x N only to stress that there is no need to mix 
inward and outward glissements in this case. If one prefers however, those conditions 
and the qualifications ‘inwards’ and ‘outwards’ may be dropped; with the same changes, 
the proof remains valid. 
Proof. First, let f be given. Choose sequences (which obviously exist) of one-step 
inward domain-glissements transforming f into some p E Pic(A, J/) and of one-step 
inward image-glissements transforming f into some q E Pic(x, A’), with &A’ E 8. 
Denote by g, and g4 the sequences of squares into which these glissements ake place, 
and by g,’ and g,’ sequences of squares where these one-step glissements end, in 
reverse order (so that f can be reconstructed from p outward domain-glissements 
into the squares of g;‘, or from q by outward image-glissements into the squares 
of g;‘). By Corollary 5.3.4, one may apply to q inward doma~-glissemen~ into the 
squares of gp, resulting in a picture I + I’. By proposition 2.6.3 we must have 
A = A’, and the picture is 1~. We can reconstruct q from 1~ by by outward domain- 
glissements into the squares of g;‘, which shows that q does not depend on gq; 
similarly, p is independent of gp. For the converse, let p: 1 -+ 9 and q: x + A 
be given. Then the sequences gp and g;’ can be found by transforming q into l;i 
by domain-glissements, and as mentioned, this allows f to be reconstructed 
from p. 0 
Our proof of the second part may be contrasted with that of [23, Theoreme 
4.31, where the bijectivity of the Robinson-Schensted correspondence defined using 
glissements is established by showing the equivalence with traditional 
definition. 
CoroIIary 5.4.2. Let f: x -+ $ be a picture, and RS,,e( f) = (p, q). If f’ is the 
domain-glissement of f into a square u and q’ the do~in-gl~se~nt of q into u, 
then RSp,& f’) = ( p,q’); similarly, if f” is the image-glissement off into v and p’ 
the image-glissement of p into v, then RS,,+,( f “) = (p’, q). 
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Using Theorems 52.3 and 5.2.4 as definitions of RSx,+ and Se, the fact that S+ does 
not alter the domain of a picture is not immediately obvious; however, if p E Pic(& $1, 
then S@(p) is a domain-glissement L’ -+ -$ of-p with R’ E 8, and by Theorem 5,4.1 
there is also an image-glissement -1 ---t R’ of -p, forcing Ai = 1. As remarked earlier, 
one can now easily derive Theorem 4.2.1, and Theorem 4.3.1 also follows. In fact, it 
can be extended with new co~u~tion relations. 
Theorem 5.4.3. Let f, f' be pictures. If f’ is the domain fresp. image) gl~sement 
off into s, then ftT is the domain (image) glissement off’ into 8. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.4.2 and symmetry, it will be sufficient o show this for image- 
glissements of pictures p: I + rl, with I E 8. For these we have pT = S+(p’), 
which by defi~tion is the unique domain-glissement it + $” of -pt. If p’ is the 
image-glissement of p into s, then -p” is the image-g~ssement of -pt into st, by 
symmetry of image-glissement with respect o f w -ft. By theorem 5.3.1 the image- 
glissement of p’ into st is a domain-glissement of -p”; since its domain is a Young 
diagram, it is equal to prr. q 
What remains to do in this approach the theory is to establish a connection be- 
twecn the definitions of the Robinson-Schensted and Schiitzenberger correspondences 
by means of glissements and the traditional algo~~s. For the Robinson-Schensted 
algorithm one can show, like in [23], that the Schensted insertion procedure can be 
emulated using domain-glissements (Proposition 5.2.1 ensures enough space to manoeu- 
vre). To obtain the picture p of Theorem 5.2.3, the squares of the domain of f are 
first pulled apart, and then in increasing order for ’ &’ succesively incorporated into 
a ‘Young tableau’; careful analysis shows that the changes are governed by the rules 
for the insertion procedure. After each simulated insertion step, the Young diagram ~1 
containing the ‘Young tableau’ under cons~ction is an order ideal for ‘ G .., ’ of the 
domain of the current picture f’, and f’(p) coincides with the image under f of an 
order ideal Z of (x, G,); for the picture q of Theorem 5.2.3, it can be deduced from 
Theorem 5.4.1 that = p. From this we conclude that (p, q) = RS&( f ), where a 
corresponds to ‘ &‘. 
For the Schtitzenberger correspondence we argue as follows. Let p: 2 ---f II/ be 
a picture; we may assume without loss of generality that $ = {s} H 4(/’ where s 
is a single square, since this can be realised by image-glissemen~ that do not alter 
the ordering by ‘ ~2 I ’ of any of the images, and therefore by Theorem 5.1 .l do not 
affect the moves of any domain-glissement applied to the picture. Then the restriction 
p’: ,I \ ((0, 0)) --+ $' of p is again a picture; let p”: Y + $ be the domain-glissement 
of p’ into (0,O). Each domain-glissement of -p gives by restriction of the image 
to -$’ a domain-glissement of -p’, and hence also of -p”; in particular, S&p”) a 
restriction of s&p). Clearly, S+(p) maps the square in L \ /1’ to -s, and by recursively 
applying the same cons~ction to p” one can determine S+(p”). From this we conclude 
that S&p) = 5$(p), where j? corresponds to ‘ Gr’_ 
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5.5. Some c~~ci~din~ remarks 
The theory of glissements of pictures forms a link between Schiitzenberger’s theory 
of ordinary glissements and Zelevinsky’s definition of the Robinson-Schensted and 
Schiitzenberger correspondences for pictures. Doing so, it provides better insight in 
both these theories, simplified proofs, and new results. The availability of two forms 
glissement, and their commutation, are important echnical tools. Our methods and 
results have been entirely combinato~al, but the results suggest an intricate underlying 
algebraic structure; so far however an interpretation of pictures that explains their 
properties in detail has yet to be found. 
In this context it is appropriate to mention the plactic monoid of [13]. The theory of 
the plactic monoid is about words rather than pictures, yet much of it has significance 
for pictures as well. The ordered alphabet A can be identified with a set of numbers, and 
words with negated row encodings of pictures, read off in increasing order with respect 
to ‘ <r’. The relation of plactic equivalence translates into that of domain-glissement, 
and plactic action (rel&ment plaxique) of the symmetric group S(A) on the set of 
words A* is realised by image-glissements. Then Theorem 5.3.1 implies that the plactic 
action respects plactic equivalence [13, 4.5 (5)]. This interpretation of pictures is not 
faithful however: glissements that involve only horizontal moves will have no effect 
on the word associated to a picture. It seems worth while to further investigate this 
connection and similar ones, and try to find refinements hat better eflect the properties 
of pictures and glissements. 
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